
Refugee outtake 

 

 

We are lining up in security gear with our calculators  

on jetties that jut  

   from back gardens in Patterson Lakes  

 

to divide 65 million according to capacity to learn 

the global fraction 

   of a person we need to turn away  

 

through an artificial drained wetland. Our ignorance  

blunders on that  

   disinheritance – malicious or not  

 

the effect is the same. Kindness is the bluntest  

instrument we  

   retreat from, guesting the impossible.  

 

Police are texting the slippage of souls between egret, 

dock and space  

   as Venus stands out against a deepening.  



On the inadequacy of witness 

 

a visit by two gentiles, Dachau, August 2017 

 

 

Newsreels do not approximate the summer  

sun on the town, where the 726  

winds through streets of pretty German houses and estates,  

 

a school. We are looking out for it and then are there 

            – KZ-Gedenkstätte Dachau –  

startled by the green Bavarian trees. We walk 

 

avoiding other tourists who take selfies  

in front of the gate, where Arbeit  

macht Frei is worked in metal. Ruhig we make our way past, then 

 

through the museum langsam, to the muster yards and on  

to the crematorium where prisoners were  

hanged directly in front of the ovens. Outside, a breeze  

 

stirs the tree tops, a long exhalation. As we  

round a corner, behind the building all is  

still. (A day earlier  

 

at Munich airport a shuttle train took us from the arrival hall  

to the baggage area. As we alighted, an announcement: Bitte 

take your personal belongings  

 

with you.) In the museum, remnants of luggage are under  



glass. The parade ground – where sometimes prisoners stood for hours  

to be counted – is white-grey and  

 

hot. Inside, a video tells of survivors’  

recollections. One recounts arriving on a day like this,  

the town comely in the sun, the walk from the station  

 

slow … like a stroll in Paris … Afterwards 

we eat lunch at the café in the Visitors’ Centre 

and wait for the bus. The 726 takes us to 

 

the station. Need I repeat Arendt: that evil  

is banal? As we pass a stand of trees, motionless 

a young deer watches. 

  



On receiving a letter from Dutton 
 
 
Street eucalypts are strip- 
ping to their 
boles     layer by layer    rough & scarves &  
 
smooth, streaked  
green by rain with russet 
spills. I think of hands    
     
raised over heads, of fists 
closed & crossed.  
So  
 
I’m cutting up  
the letter, excising it’s anonymous  
by-line, the signature  
 
illegible on behalf  
of ‘the Minister for Immigration and Border  
Protection, the Hon  
 
Peter Dutton MP’. Words  
slam 
like a wall descending before a teller as if mine 
 
had breached a bank’s security –  
tale told by an old signifier  
signifying … I’m making a collage of it. 



Australian Federal Parliament Shuts Down 
 
 
and yet  
wind stills 
washing hangs  
 
in quiet sun  
a petition for  
children captive 
 
gathers names  
while white men 
fumble lines 
 
mistake the prompt 
for a border queue  
whose whisper  
 
from the footlights  
is nothing  
like blue shirts  
 
before a camera  
– next door  
a PM dressed  
 
like one of us  
speaks with fondness  
for protestors  
 
(they are teachers) 
it’s about the kids 
she says 



When our sun expands 
 
 
we’ll be gone 
 
except for matter 
and breath  
 
even breath 
will be engulfed 
 
in the excision  
of atmosphere    
 
matter will join 
sol’s reddening 
 
our energy  
will be unconsumed 
 
each transformation 
unmade by millennia 
 
will be something 
will be nothing 
 
like ourselves 
at the end 
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